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On behalf of the 6,000 faculty and coaches of the Association of Pennsylvania State College and 
University Faculties (APSCUF), I would like to  thank Chairman Clymer, Chairman Roebuck and the House 
Education Committee for holding a hearing on the important issue of access to postsecondary education 
for underserved populations. While APSCUF applauds the spirit of House Bill 1701, we are concerned 
about creating an institution of higher education from scratch when the Commonwealth cannot 
adequately fund its existing institutions. We believe HB 1701 would incur unnecessary costs to the 
Commonwealth. Furthermore, HB 1701 is not reflective of the first and strongest recommendations of 
the December 2011 Legislative Budget and Finance Committee (LBFC) report. 

Don't Reinvent the Wheel: The First Recommendation of the LBFC Report 

'the very first recommendation of the LBFC Report is not to create an entirely new community college, 
but utilize the existing resources and educational infrastructure provided by the Pennsylvania State 
System of Higher Education (PASSHE) to  serve rural communities. The LBFC report recommends 
establishing a community college affiliated with PASSHE: 

PASSHE is well positioned to establish a "state community college" affiliate, as eight of its 
campuses are in rural counties, many of which already offer associate programs, including some 
with a strong workforce orientation. Our recommendation is to build on this existing physical, 
academically accredited, and student support service infrastructure by creating a state 
community college affiliate separate and distinct from PASSHE'S existing four-year and graduate 
programs. - LBFC Report, Page 5-12. 

PASSHE universities currently offer dozens of associate degree programs in high demand fields 
including--healthcare, natural gas sciences, information systems, nursing and criminal justice. Last year, 
over 40,000 students took at least one online course through PASSHE; 3,000 students took courses 
solely online. PASSHE also has articulation agreements with all existing community colleges. 

Can the State Afford a New Community College When Not Adequately Support Existing Institutions? 

In 2011-12, the state appropriation to community colleges was cut from $235.7 million to  $212.1 
million-a 10 percent cut that has been sustained for three budgets. PASSHE has experienced 
significant cuts as well. In 2011-12, the state appropriation to PASSHE was cut by $90 million or 18 
percent and has never been restored. Community college leaders collectively responded to the 
Governor's 2014-15 flat-funding proposal with concern that it "will be difficult for the colleges to limit 
tuition increases and make needed investments to ensure program quality and alignment with 
developing workforce needs...."' If the Commonwealth is looking to promote access, affordability and 
meet workforce needs, the current formula is not working. 



A large part of expanding access to affordable postsecondary education is adequate support from the 
state. Aside from tuition and fees, state and local support make up significant revenue for community 
colleges and PASSHE universities. Building a new college could increase access limitations by further 
depleting established resources. 

After reviewing the annual costs of just two of Pennsylvania's existing community colleges, it can be 
noted that it takes a substantial state and local commitment every year to fund community college 
operations-even at the post-2012 levels that prove to be inadequate. Luzerne County Community 
College has a 2013-14 operating budget of $42 million supported in part by a state appropriation of $11 
million and a county share of $5.9 million. Lehigh-Carbon County Community College has a 2013-14 
operating budget of nearly $36 million with state support of $12 million and local support of $4 million.' 

After outlining the difficulty of the state maintaining investment, the LBCF report also states that only 
two of the rural counties studied had an adequate local revenue base to support a stand-alone 
community college. With the fiscal commitment detailed above, not including startup costs, how does 
creating a new community college make fiscal sense in light of declining revenue options in rural 
counties? 

Rural Counties Likely Lack Student Enrollment and Fiscal Capacity to Warrant a New Community 
College. 

According to the LBFC Report, zero rural counties in the study area can generate the 500 Full Time 
Equivalent graduate threshold traditionally used to warrant the establishment of a community college. 
All but two counties are also unable to generate sufficient local funds to cover their estimated share of 
community college support. While the report suggests that grouping the counties together could allow 
the service area to meet the threshold of a community college, building a brand new regional 
community college as envisioned in HB 1701 may not be warranted given the low graduation and local 
revenue output of rural counties. A more pragmatic approach using existing resource is a better 
alternative. 

With this in mind we ask the House Education Committee to consider other available options on how 
the State System can be leveraged to solve the issue of rural postsecondary access. One approach may 
be creating a task force including PASSHE leadership and faculty members, community college leaders, 
local workforce investment board members and Community Education Councils to develop a plan for 
using the State System to expand access. However, before any of these issues are considered, we 
respectfully request the Committee have a serious conversation about where public higher education 
fits on the Commonwealth's funding priority list. When considering the expansion of affordable 
postsecondary education to underserved Pennsylvania, whether through a PASSHE-affiliated community 
college or one envisioned in HB 1701, we will not succeed without adequate funding, including restoring 
cuts to our existing institutions. 

2 http://www.Iccc.edu/sites/www.Iccc.edu/files/images/2013-2014%2OBudget%2OFinal%2Owith%2OCover.pdf 
3 Legislative Budget and Finance Committee, S-5. 




